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Massproductions’ hit chair ‘Waiter’ expands:
Now with arms
During the Stockholm Design Week 2010, Massproductions introduced
the Waiter chair, which with its simple, trim design, is specially adapted to
meet the needs of waiters and guests alike. Nine years later, at the Stockholm Furniture Fair 2019, Massproductions is launching Waiter XL – a
larger model with arms for added comfort.
Waiter was designed from the point of view of a waiter – being light, sturdy
and serviceable, but at the same time comfortable, encouraging guests to
linger on at the dinner table. It was hit and Waiter soon became a statement
stool for Massproductions and a tribute to waiters everywhere. Waiter XL
has even more attitude and a greater level of comfort, with a broader seat
and optional arms.
When designing Waiter and Waiter XL, Chris Martin wanted to create a chair
from a new perspective: the user’s. He saw an opportunity of developing a
product adapted to the day-to-day needs of waiters and their patterns of
movement. The back legs of Waiter and Waiter XL are designed so that they
are neatly tucked under the seat to minimize the risk of tripping over them.
Waiter is also solid and comfortable for the person sitting.
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“Waiter is an ordinary, simple wooden chair, which is harder to find than you
think. For us, Waiter is a tribute to the waiters of the world whose skills help
us enjoy nice culinary experiences,” says Chris Martin, co-founder and head
designer, Massproductions.
The new Waiter XL is available in three versions: Waiter XL Side Chair, Waiter
XL Armchair, both at regular chair heights but broader than the original, and
the Waiter XL Easy Chair, a neatly designed chair for lounging. Despite its
trim design, the chair is strong and stable, made in European FSC certified
wood. Waiter XL works well in homes as in restaurants.
Product information Waiter XL
Design: Chris Martin
Material: Beech or Oak
Dimensions- Chair: H:79cm, SH:46cm,W:48cm, D:51cm
Price: From approx 612 EUR
Dimensions- Armchair: H:79cm, SH:46cm,W:58cm, D:51cm
Price: From approx 774 EUR

About Massproductions
–
The international furniture company
Massproductions was founded in 2009 by
the Swedish designer Magnus Elebäck,
and the British designer Chris Martin.
The name, Massproductions, reflects the
founders’ idea of using industrial production to create responsible and sustainable
high-quality furniture. Massproductions
produces and designs according to the
“form follows function” philosophy, with
the focus always being on the design process. Both in 2016 and 2017 the company
has been granted with prestigious awards
like Designer- and Producer of the Year by
different magazines. Today the company
has its office and studio in Hammarby
Sjöstad, Stockholm.

Dimensions - Easy chair: H:73cm, SH:41cm,W:60cm, D:61cm
Price: From approx 859 EUR
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